ROTHSCHILDS & SILVER
Presented August 2008 by Charles Savoie
In The Independent (U.K.), April 16, 2004, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/thisbritain/the-rothschild-story-a-golden-era-ends-for-a-secretive-dynasty-756388.html
reporter Paul Vallely spoke of--“…the ability of the family which has founded one of the world's largest private banking
dynasties to sustain their secretive fortune, which industry insiders count NOT IN BILLIONS BUT
IN TRILLIONS and keep it within the family. Secrecy has been a hallmark of the Rothschilds from
the outset.”
(Throw out the rich lists that rank Buffet, Gates and Carlos Slim Helu as the top ranked
moneybags! The Rothschilds provided funding for Telefonos de Mexico in 1973, Helu’s main
holding--- http://www.rothschild.com.mx/about/ The Rothschilds run circles around these
new rich!)
At http://www.rothschild.com/ we read--- “ROTHSCHILD HAS BEEN AT THE CENTRE OF THE
WORLD’S FINANCIAL MARKETS FOR OVER 200 YEARS.”
(Note---the above quotation is by their own admission! The Five Arrows, an internationally
known family symbol)---

Author Frederic Morton (Fritz Mandelbaum, author of “The Rothschilds,” 1962) wrote that the
Rothschilds had--"…conquered the world more thoroughly, more cunningly, and
much more lastingly than all the Caesars before..."
“THE ROTHSCHILDS WERE ACCUSED OF HAVING CONSPIRED TO DEMONETIZE SILVER AND
CORNER THE GOLD SUPPLY.”---New York Times, March 8, 1931, section 9, page 3 (reference to
the Crime of 1873).
“The Rothschild Plan,” NYT, December 6, 1892, page 5, was a reference to a silver proposal at
the International Monetary Conference at Brussels, Belgium. Bertram Currie, an English
delegate, was mentioned--“Mr. Currie denies that evils are impending to the world from the disuse of the silver standard.”

Did you get that? Sending the world off monetary silver wasn’t going to cause problems! For
who---the Rothschilds (and their American allies, who caused the Panic of 1893, then used their
kept press to try and blame it on silver? This was the same bunch of banks that boycotted the
new Morgan silver dollars in 1878! 41 years earlier they cause the Panic of 1837 by
simultaneously suspending specie payments!) According to
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_de_Rothschild --“In 1869, at the age of 26, Alfred became a director of the Bank of England, a post he held for 20
years. In 1892 he was one of those who represented the British Government at the International
Monetary Conference in Brussels.”
In recent times, Nathaniel Rothschild has been listed as a contributor to the Brookings
Institution in Washington, District of Columbia. Brookings is viciously anti-monetary silver and
at one time was chaired by Pilgrims Society executive committee member Douglas Dillon, who
as Treasury Secretary took the country off silver coinage. Nathaniel addressed the World Bank
and called John Keynes, fiat currency activist, “a great British economist.” See it at
www.worldbank.org
Dillon, Read & Company was often said to be a Rothschild satellite. It’s offices were at 767 Fifth
Avenue, coincidentally (?) the site today of Atticus Capital, behind which stands Nathaniel
Rothschild--http://investing.businessweek.com/businessweek/research/stocks/private/person.asp?
personId=783323
The Wall Street Journal, September 19, 1979, page 38, had comments that presage our
impending crisis--“CHAOS HAS STRUCK THE SILVER MARKET. The metal’s price has soared an unprecedented
75% since August 20. Yesterday alone, prices gained 10.3% to close at $15.90 an ounce, up
$1.65, a record daily increase. “THE SITUATION IS MORE THAN CRITICAL” say one exchange
director. “THE MARKET IS OUT OF CONTROL,” says a trader at a leading precious metals
concern. “PEOPLE ARE REALLY GOING TO GET HURT.”
Did you perceive the bias? Who was going to get hurt? Only shorts and users are people
according to COMEX! Rising silver prices don’t hurt longs! We were going to discuss the
Rothschilds; and will do so. However, it’s a mistake to believe that only one dynastic family
rules the financial world alone. As for “telling the others what to do,” I believe it to be more a
matter of association than sheer outright domination---except in some cases.
The Netherlands based Project for the Exposure of Hidden Institutions, run by the talented
researcher Joel Van Der Reijden, who has cited my work here at Silver Investor, and to whom I
have provided hundreds of authenticated Pilgrims Society identities in a worthwhile
collaboration, has this to say www.pehi.eu/.../hunt_george_1992.jpg---

“All of the most important globalists, even with incomplete membership lists, can be traced to
only a handful of societies, ESPECIALLY THE PILGRIMS; all of the important globalists can be
traced to the Rockefeller-Kissinger-Rothschild triumvirate; the influence of these organizations
and people are seldom, if ever, mentioned by the mainstream news and has never been
recorded in the history books; everyone, at least in the West, is afraid of the word "conspiracy"
when the whole process of international relations seems to be one giant conspiracy, not to
mention all the other areas that are being affected.”
Pilgrims Society member Henry Kissinger is a mere top-level flunky, and there are and have been
others somewhat equal to him. I am reminded of Dean Acheson, Dean Rusk, Elihu Root and
scientists such as Glenn T. Seaborg of the Atomic Energy Commission and Detlev W. Bronk of
Rockefeller University. Then there was key Pilgrims Society functionary John Jay McCloy, named
after Supreme Court justice John Jay, who negotiated a 1794 treaty with Britain unnecessarily
favorable to them!
All of the 4,000 plus members of the Council on Foreign Relations who aren’t also Pilgrims
members---which could be around 82% of them---can be regarded as henchmen for the hidden,
higher organization, because it dominates the CFR management! What have the World Money
Powers planned for us? An all-electronic digital world money system with everyone having their
own unique number and microchipped? Hongbing Song, a mainland Chinese researcher,
published “Currency Wars” in 2007 in which he credits the Rothschilds for being behind the
deaths of six United States Presidents and many other high profile events across centuries
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,22487560-36375,00.html See image of
the writer and additional details at
http://www.thechinaweekly.co.uk/chinaweeklyspecial/peopleoftheweek/sep23/hongbingso
ng.html including his suggestion that Chinese families move 5% of their funds into gold and the
reference to the U.S. dollar as “junk currency.”
Franco Bernabe, CEO of Telecom Italia, is also vice chairman of Rothschild Europe, and sits on
the board of Petro China, with its market cap in the hundreds of billions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franco_Bernab%C3%A8
Raymond W. Smith, almost certainly a Pilgrims Society member, chairman of Rothschild North
America, chaired Verizon Communications and is a Rockefeller Foundation trustee
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raymond_W._Smith Does this indicate some Rothschild control
over the Rockefellers---or the other way around? There is no way to know. It could signify
partnership activities. Often when a foundation trustee is a corporate director it signifies that
the foundation owns shares---and dominates the corporation. This may not be one of those
cases.
In a brief mention of The Pilgrims, buried deep in musty archives and microfilm in silent steel
cabinets that is only very rarely accessed because the conspirators have most everyone
hypnotized with the scandalous folly of professional sports, we note in the New York Times,
Sunday, January 31, 1904, page 4--“THE NATIONS IN SPITE OF THEMSELVES ARE BEING KNITTED TOGETHER IN A MESH OF
SUBTLE, INVISIBLE STRANDS AS STRONG AS STEEL.”

Shoving the monetary metals out of the world payments system was necessary to attain world
fiat. During the reign of fiat, untold wealth and possessions, certainly including land, accrue to
the operators of the artificial money system. Upon its failure gold must be remonetized. The
fiat operators have accumulated probably the preponderance of the world’s refined gold. As for
remonetizing silver, that is less desirable from their perspective. The fiat creators have fed silver
to the industrial users for many decades. More recoverable silver waits below ground than
exists in refined form. They want that silver to go to industry, not to monetary use; it can supply
both. By preventing the return of silver money, they intend to keep silver producing nations
beaten down and under their control, WHICH WILL BECOME A GOLD CONTROL. During his
Senate tenure (1906-1940), William Borah of Idaho sometimes made statements that sounded
as if he was anti-gold, but the context was, “anti-gold monometallism.” Borah was known as
“The Great Opposer.” He butted heads with the Warburgs and FDR (as we shall see in a later
presentation.) James Warburg told Senator Borah he was opposed to silver bimetallism and
that he favored silver stabilization (at a low price---NYT, December 4, 1933, page 2). We must
combat any moves to remonetize gold only! We must oppose any moves to mandate miners to
deliver their metal to government agencies for centralized hoarding. Just open the mints! IT IS
ESSENTIAL TO WORLD FREEDOM THAT SILVER BE REMONETIZED OVER AS WIDE A TERRITORY
AS POSSIBLE!

(As of July 19, 2008, this note correlated to 23 cents U.S. Ten Ngultrum note or ten ounce silver
bar---who but an unmitigated moron holds the note or an agglomeration of notes to be the
more substantial? Paper currency is frequently artistic, but never has innate worth.)
Two short presentations in a row! Short by my standards! The long historical reviews have
taxed my time. There are items in the mill concerning the crucial year of 1933 to be presented
later. Let’s take a glance at the world silver scene, mixing some history with some
contemporary details. When Andy Jackson was delivering right crosses to the face and left
hooks to the chin---and Kung Fu “bil-jee” (flying fingers form) jabs to the throat of the United
States Bank in the early 1830’s, it was known that the Bank was a front for foreign interests.
British interests, to be specific. In the panic that ensued on the London Exchange in 1815,
caused by rumours (British spelling) that the Duke of Wellington lost to Napoleon at Waterloo,
Belgium, the Rothschild family became the wealthiest in Europe. That is, if they were not
already the richest. Speculations concerning the Windsors, the British Royals, being wealthier
still, are just that---speculations that could be true or false. Such knowledge is possessed only
by the few on the “inside.” The fascinating item
http://www.larouchepub.com/other/2007/3410caymans_hedges.html on the Cayman Islands,
its thousands of hedge funds, its banking system and insurance entities, all aggregating beyond
$30 trillion, is nominally headed by the Crown, Royal Patron of The Pilgrims Society.

It appears likely that the Rothschilds are the Crown’s leading bankers. Lord Guthrie of
Craigiebank, Pilgrims of Great Britain, director of N.M. Rothschild, is “Gold Stick to the Queen.”
Don’t laugh too hard at the funny title; while you’re laughing your finances are under attack.
What about the Rockefellers or the Mellons? Either of them could be beyond wealth in the
ethers considering the research of Emanuel Josephson and William Hoffman. Josephson
claimed “it is doubtful if there exists enough money in the world to make their wealth liquid” of
the Rockefellers; while of the Mellons, Hoffman remarked that cataloguing all the Mellon
holdings would be “a virtually endless task” and cited a Congressional source maintaining that
their worth was “equal to two-thirds of all the gold in the entire world.”
Again, there’s no way to know who’s on top other than to recognize that being on the scene
first is no guarantee of unending preeminence. It makes no difference which internationalist
calls the shots as to what’s intended for our future. We are to be impoverished into feudalism!
These old line aristocratic, blue blooded, baronial feudalistic families of moneylenders, have
made the bulk of their incalculable fortunes by the combination of being money creators and by
having agents in governments engineer disasters that impoverish nearly everyone else while
enriching them. Every time silver has come under attack this has been the case. The same can
be said for gold.
The subprime mortgage credit and banking crisis I submit was no accident. There is a planned
economic destruction taking place intended to set the stage for a North American Union
currency to replace the trashed U.S. dollar. It would be interesting to know if our currency plant
installation managers have the new designs ready! Naturally the planners want the Amero to
become a hemispheric currency also extending to Central and South America, bulldozing the
Mercosur (Mercado Del Sur, Southern Market economies, including Brazil) attempt on the part
of those nations to manage their own affairs. Britain’s financial elite has long had designs on
South America with institutions such as British Bank of South America; Anglo South American
Bank; London & Brazilian Bank; and Bank of London & South America (absorbed in 1973 by
Lloyd’s Bank, chaired by Pilgrims Society member Sir Eric Odin Faulkner.) Such men regard
themselves very highly to have such pretentious middle names.
It can be said with absolute certainty that the largest cartel by far to ever exist, the interests
represented in The Pilgrims Society, has schemed a Treasury Department seizure of all our gold
and silver mining shares under pretext of national emergency; or a North American Monetary
Authority seizure. Or selectively apply a punitive windfall profits tax on what they’ll call the
“inflationary metals” producers! THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN OUT TO WRECK CAPITAL
FORMATION OUTSIDE THEIR RANKS AND THEIR SATELLITES! It is always an appeal to national
emergency! Yes, the Society is full of high-powered attorneys and the Attorney General is often
a member and is accountable to the President who is always a member. Also expect any metal
in any ETF, in COMEX warehouses, and North of the border, the holdings of Central Fund of
Canada to be regarded as seizure targets. By continuing to shine a spotlight on these global
monetary racketeers I hope to ward off yet another “seizure of the wealth necessary,” to use
the words of Cecil Rhodes, out of whose wills the Society sprang. Both the Rothschilds and the
Crown funded Rhodes in his diamond and gold consolidations in South Africa. His wills also gave
rise to the Rhodes Scholars, the Royal Institute for International Affairs, and the Council on
Foreign Relations. Best for the world that these organizations be dissolved and not resurrected
under different names.

According to http://www.dailywealth.com/archive/2007/jun/2007_jun_14.asp David
Rockefeller realized a $70 million gain from a mere hobby investment of under $10,000,
undoubtedly one of many such trifles. This is the globalist founder of the Trilateral Commission
who holds 29 decorations from as many sovereign nations that he seems intent on bringing
under UN control. Remember Peter Ustinov in “Spartacus,” 1960, telling the Roman general
Marcus Licinius Crassus that he was “even more of a civilian than most civilians?” So we could
say, David Rockefeller is “even more of a Pilgrim than most Pilgrims.” So too is it with the
Rothschilds. These men are like Crassus---crush the opposition. They have the requisite front
men and agents stationed in appropriate places. N.M. Rothschild employed Peter John Charles
Mosse from 1971-1976 and he was with Rothschild Incorporated, New York, 1983-1990. A
member of the Commodity Exchange and the Copper Club, he was a director of the Gold
Institute, 1985-1990 and a director of the Silver Institute, 1989-1990. In his listing on page 3312
of the 2005 Who’s Who, he mentions his membership in Pilgrims of the U.S. Fewer than 12% of
the current members appear in or so state in this reference work.
The Schiff family and the Warburgs of Federal Reserve fame have been traditionally regarded as
Rothschild associates. David T. Schiff is currently an executive committee member of The
Pilgrims of the United States. His father John Mortimer Schiff was treasurer of the Society and a
director of Kennecott Copper which now supplies Utah silver to a SUA company. His mother
was Edith Baker, daughter of George F. Baker. Baker was an immensely wealthy banker in New
York with giant holdings in numerous leading corporations. The 1916 Who’s Who, pages 102103, lists him as a director of 41 corporations “and various other corporations” including
Northern Pacific Railway; U.S. Steel; New York Edison; AT & T; and Mutual Life. Upon his death,
entire pages appeared on him in the New York Times with glowing remarks from Pilgrims Society
members. He was a Pilgrims Society member as was his son. I must make it clear that I don’t
look at financial matters through any religious filter. That was an inter-religious marriage and
more Pilgrims members in the U.S. are Episcopalians than any other religion. Then there’s the
Church of England as you will notice in a partial roster below. Desire for power and wealth
transcends every religion.
Gustav Peter Fleck---a Unitarian---headed New Court Securities, the Rothschild operation in
North America. It became Rothschild Incorporated in 1981. According to the New York Times,
March 3, 1995, New Court provided backing for Litton Industries; Texas Instruments; and
Federal Express (the Rockefellers have also had a presence in Texas Instruments, which was a
contender for the clad coinage business). John P. Birkelund, a co-founder of New Court, served
as adviser to the European Bank for Reconstruction & Development. Fleck, a director of Brinco
Limited (British Newfoundland Corporation) was listed in the early 1970’s as a CFR member and
was very likely higher up in the “Grim Pills.”
The name Rothschild has nothing to do with a “child.” This is a German origin name---Roth
means “red” and “schild” means “shield”---Red Shield. Apparently there was an emblem over a
doorway facing a street and they adapted it as their name. Symbology was big even in late
medieval Europe. It still is. A Rothschild presiding over an international conference---

What is certainly possible to know is that these dynastic families are all in an association known
as The Pilgrims Society, with a London and New York branch. It was founded to effect “the
seizure of the wealth necessary” and be “a secret society gradually absorbing the wealth of the
world” (American Review of Reviews, New York, May 1902, pages 557-559.) These old rich are
supposed to have been long since displaced in wealth rankings by new rich like Bill Gates;
Warren Buffett; and Mexico’s Carlos Slim Helu. Secretive people would have the world believe
that has happened. However---what is, and has long been, the world’s most profitable
business? Central banking and fiat money creation! Gigantic enterprises associated with such
old-line families---Standard Oil Company; De Beers Consolidated Diamond Mines; Royal Dutch
Shell Petroleum; British Petroleum; Union Pacific Railroad and a lengthy list of others, have
probably all been made possible by beneficiaries of money creation---themselves!
What are the only possible competing currencies to fiat money? Gold and silver, and little else!
Therefore, to make fiat money reign supreme, they had to shove precious metals out of the formal
monetary system. They incessantly strove for generations to that end, and sealed their grim triumph in
August 1971. As for silver, who wants to see its price, value, and purchasing power perpetually
depressed? For one, the Silver Users Association. They don’t desire to see silver used as circulating
money anywhere, because that’s a competing demand on the silver supply. They’d like to hog it all for
themselves. Anyone short silver wants to see the price retarded. That could include anyone who isn’t
part of any concerted plan to hold prices down, but has great faith in the ability of governments and the
financial community to repress the price, and is following their coat-tails. For many years it has been
stylish to be short silver.
The greatest motive for suppressing the silver price lies with the Money Creators back of the
central banks. They of course also dominate the large commercial and investment banks,
insurance companies, energy, food production enterprises, and numberless corporations of
every description all over the world map. There is no need for any re-hash here of how the
Barclay’s Silver ETF functions to assist in the price depression of silver. Gold Anti-Trust Action
Committee and a fair number of others have very competently explained it. Of course, the first
salient aspect that should occur to any metals investor is that funds plowed into the silver ETF
won’t be used by individual investors to purchase hard silver and bring it home with them. The
ETF’s prospectus and other documents, labyrinthine and abstruse as they are intended to be in
their mysterious, perplexing, rarefied and lengthy verbiage, allow the metals suppressors the
loopholes they craved. Emblem of Barclays, showing obvious Crown symbology; notable is the
666 allusion, repeated four times---

Who owns and runs the Barclay’s silver Exchange Traded Fund? Why, Barclay’s Bank
International Limited, of London, of course! Barclay’s owns a large chunk of Goldman Sachs and
AIG, often cited as silver price antagonists. (Pilgrims Society member Floyd Odlum at one time
held controlling interest in Goldman.) Who stands atop the entire Barclay’s organization? Mr.
Marcus Agius, that’s who. His name is evocative of some old Roman commander in Britain long
ages ago. That indeed could figure into his heritage. His father in law is---guess who--- Edmund
L. De Rothschild, whose name appeared in The Pilgrims of Great Britain leaked list. He’s up in
years now, early 90’s like his New York counterpart, David Rockefeller. There is no date on the
list, however I ascertained it’s from 1969, the same year a list of The Pilgrims New York was
leaked. Probably some member somewhere had the lists in a desk drawer and a secretary,
acting on curiosity, Xeroxed copies and sent them to several parties. These are extremely
arcane, but authentic, documents. Edward Agius is a past name of a member of The Pilgrims of
Great Britain---

OK, so I got the image a bit on a tilt, but that’s the way these characters have done the whole
world’s monetary axis. Yes, an American Secretary of State, associating with a Rothschild. Rusk
was also a Rhodes Scholar and eventually chaired the Rockefeller Foundation. Sir Francis
Rundall was Ambassador to Israel and Japan. Sir James Ross was physician to the Royal family.

Lord Rootes father was the primary funder of Warwick University, having amassed a fortune in
Rootes Motors, sold to Chrysler in 1967. Lord Rowallan was British Governor of Tasmania. Sir
Leslie Rowan was chairman of Vickers Group, big armaments manufacturer. Lord Renwick of
Clifton, son of the Lord Renwick listed above, was Ambassador to South Africa 1987-1991, then
Ambassador to the United States, 1991-1995. He is vice-chairman of JPMorgan Cazenove,
investment bank; and appears on boards such as Compagnie Financiere Richemont; Kazakhmys
(large copper mining interests in Kazakhstan); and Fluor Corporation (engineering and
construction, 46,000 employees). BHP Billiton, Harmony Gold and British Airways are some of
Lord Renwick’s previous directorships. He was a member of the House of Lords, 1973-1999. He
is currently also a director of Gem Diamonds Limited, based in the British Virgin Islands, who got
its start with a $635 million offering, some of whose roughs yield over 460 times that of the
average world price. This Pilgrims Society member serves as a trustee of The Economist (chaired
by a Rothschild, 1972-1989) and senior adviser to http://www.olivegroup.com/ a security and
risk protection company operating in 30 countries which provides services to governments and
corporations—

The Marquess of Reading, a third generation member, had an interesting history, certainly the
rule in this Society. His grandfather was Lord Chief Justice of England, 1913-1921, then British
Viceroy of India, 1921-1926, where the British were readying to destroy the world’s monetary
silver by dumping vast amounts of metal out of British India. A statement made at the World
Monetary Conference of 1892 at Brussels presaged what the British knew would happen to
silver as a consequence of their actions some 25 years later--“A shrinking of the volume of money would decrease prices and tend to concentrate wealth,
enrich a few, and impoverish many. The volume of gold and silver in the world was nearly equal
when silver was stricken down and the amount of coin reduced, resulting in a diminished
amount of money and constant shrinkage of values.”
That was a reference to the British sponsored Crime of 1873, in which the economist Ernest
Seyd came with bribe funds, sent by the Governors of the Bank of England to corrupt enough
key members of Congress to get silver demonetized in February 1873. Fifty-four years later they
struck silver again, even harder than ever before, causing the Great Depression. Due to the
destruction of purchasing power of the entire Far East, many export industries here had to idle
millions of workers. There was no other root cause of the depression. Naturally they have
spread plenty of mythology about the cause of the depression, including recently published
bizarre drivel from an allegedly cerebral person concerning falling interest rates and the more

believable by the gullible, “the stock market crash in October 1929 caused the depression.” No,
but the crash did make it worse.
Then came the broadside against gold in September 1931, and the schism that became definite
at the World Monetary Conference of 1933, with the Americans and the British, as the dollarsterling group, campaigning against gold, whereas France, as leader of the so-called gold bloc,
fought for gold. This was the same nation condemned by many here when it declined to support
the Iraq invasion. But France also suffered because it largely favored a gold monometallic basis
without silver. The second World War became inevitable due to the combination of the
draconian punishments levied against Germany by the Treaty of Versailles in 1919 and Britain’s
destabilizing of the precious metals in the world monetary system. The New York Times and the
London Times called the paper money forces a “group” and the gold forces a “bloc,” showing
their bias. Lionel De Rothschild being introduced at the House of Commons, July 26, 1858---

Just as they financed both sides of the Napoleonic Wars, the Rothschilds were involved with our
own Civil War through the Erlangers (the South) and August Belmont (the Union) and of course
some Confederate munitions came from Britain. It was another attempt to retake our nation
for the Crown. There are plenty of web references to these facts and documents in archives,
almost never accessed, support these findings. “One Foot In Hell,” a 1960 film, is suggestive of
the spiritual standing of such men, especially in view of this item
http://www.rense.com/general76/hiro.htm that I have not investigated very far without
reaching a feeling that it is largely true.
Consensus holds that the initial large chunk of silver to start the Barclay’s silver ETF came from
Berkshire Hathaway, based on Warren Buffett’s decision to unload it. Buffett is known to have
been at the Bilderberg conferences. In all likelihood he’s another Pilgrims Society member; he’s
too significant not to be. That certainly goes for Bill Gates and George Soros. That he has
criticized derivatives is no guarantee he favors a Constitutional money system; just like the
statements his father made don’t make Buffett a good guy. He was no silver long in the sense as
the Hunts. He was under no financial pressure to unload the silver to Barclays. Yet had he
declined, his empire likely would have come under attack, starting with a Justice Department
investigation. Microsoft sailed into calm waters just when Bill Gates became a member of the
Order of the British Empire. It means he pledged his fortune to the globalist cause in the Gates
Foundation. Below, the ultra-ambitious egotist Arnold Schwarzenegger, California Governor,
who came with Warren Buffett to the Rothschild estate, Waddeson Manor in England---

I submit that associations such as these account for why Governor Schwarzenegger hasn’t
implemented Hommel’s silver coin proposal. A NYT reference to an earlier governor also fits
Arnold---“California stands disgraced by its Governor” (December 3, 1933, section II page 3).
Senator John McCain, whose father’s name (an Admiral who was Commander in Chief for the
Pacific) appeared in the leaked 1969 list of The Pilgrims New York, has also had his Rothschild
introduction at Waddeson Manor in Buckinghamshire, England---

There is an article you should read as a supplement to this presentation at
http://www.rense.com/general81/mcroth.htm The Washington Post ran a story on March 15,
2008, “Lord Rothschild Backs John McCain.” McCain is said to be the preference of Big Oil and
the Rothschilds have certainly been among the powers in Royal Dutch Shell with other Britishers
and the Royal House of Orange Nassau. Obama has received Morgan Stanley funds.
Nominating processes of both major parties will remain controlled. Congress should be our
focus.
It should be overpoweringly apparent to even the most glazed thinker that these singular
Rothschilds are not mere plebian hamburger stand employees with forearms scarred by hot
cooking oil and whose ragtag wardrobe is purchased by begging negotiations at a sultry flea
market and who are pitilessly splashed with mud by passing vehicles while walking to work and
struggling to make a monthly rent payment in run-down, leaky roof, roach infested apartments
situated in a high crime district and whose lifetime vacation ambitions are realized by scurrying
to an itinerant thrill ride operation in a chug-hole riddled shopping center parking lot. It wasn’t

my intention to knock the working poor---such as the Rothschilds have impoverished untold
millions. A quarter earned honestly is more respectable than vast storehouses of pirated funds.
Thoroughbred horses and internationally famous vineyards worth unnumbered millions are
mere bagatelles to the Rothschilds. Halton House and Mentmore Towers in the English
countryside, where the family has spent many a night---

(Not winos living under bridges, these Rothschilds!)

http://www.rothschildarchive.org/ta/ is a relevant site, if slanted to show the family as world
“benefactors.” See the reference to some 25,000 images relating to Rothschild investment
activities just in the nation of Brazil alone. Brazil has been a great source for gold and diamonds.
David De Rothschild (born 1942) is a member of the Supervisory Board of De Beers Consolidated
Diamond Mines, owner of the world’s largest stockpile of rough gem diamonds. Also see
http://www.rothschild.info/history/
In 1852 Sir Anthony De Rothschild got the “franchise” of the Royal Mint Refinery in London.
Then there was the famous gold price “fixing” at N.M. Rothschilds every business day for
generations until recently. Perhaps they abandoned the short side while leaving others there as
scapegoats to be eaten alive. Perhaps too they took delivery of Bank of England gold through
front operators in the infamous gold “auctions,” reminiscent of the General Services
Administrations silver “auctions” of Treasury (taxpayer) silver to the Silver Users Association,
1967-1970. In the end, no one is bigger than gold. Or silver. The Rothschilds need no one to
reinvent the wheel for their personal enlightenment.
Did Warren Buffett sell the Berkshire silver at Rothschild’s urging, so Barclay’s, run by his son in
law, could have it as a basis of manipulation? The Silver Users Association, who made a big

howling protest against the silver ETF, has not had a Washington Report posted at their site
since last November---eight months ago! My opinion is that the users were only publicly
opposed to the ETF, and that the two organizations are not so much in conflict as someone
wishes we’d believe. The Money Power pulled rank on the Silver Users Association. What is
going on today has a fairly long history dating to mid 16 th century British Crown seizures of
Spanish silver on the Atlantic---some 200 years before the Rothschilds started to become
prominent! Note the associations of the COMEX 75 years ago (notice a Chinese fellow also, as
lots of silver would be drawn out of China starting especially with the Silver Purchase Act of
1934. With the 50% transaction tax on silver, it would cease to be traded as a future)---

We see a familiar name in the right column, and on the left someone apparently related to
identified Pilgrims Society member Jules S. Bache, of Bache & Company, also president of Dome
Mines (later known as Placer Dome) and holding a significant interest in Chrysler, with Pilgrims
Society member Walter W. Chrysler. Bache & Company helped the Hunts go down the tubes in
the 1980 silver crash. I have two one ounce silver wafers and a 5-ounce bar stamped “BACHE,”
memorials from those times. William A. Julian, a possible relation to John I. Julian, became
Treasurer of the United States (not to be confused with the superior Secretary of the Treasury)
in 1933. According to Time Magazine, July 17, 1933, Clarence Lovatt, apparently related to
Frank W. Lovatt, bought the first 25,000 ounce silver contract on the COMEX for 37.75 cents per
ounce. Can we get the SUA to admit they want silver at that price in nominal terms today?
(That’s what Tiffany would like to pay miners for silver, then they make it worth 40 times spot by
placing it in a light blue paper box.) The COMEX had 1,031 members at that time. Jerome
Lewine, from Waco, Texas, was a member of the Committee for the Establishment of a Free
Gold Market in the United States, of which Chester Cuppia was chairman. According to
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,753822,00.html?iid=chix-sphere--“With the U. S. now off the gold standard, gold miners, lacking a free supply & demand market
and confronted with rising costs, are still forced to sell their product to the Government at the
pre-inflation rate of $20.67 Per oz. President Roosevelt is being urged to revise his regulations

on the grounds that a free gold market at No. 81 Broad St. would 1) do much to lift U. S. gold
mining out of the doldrums and set it booming; 2) be a much more effective method of bringing
gold out of hoarding than criminal prosecution.”
This sounded somewhat different from the anti-gold COMEX we know of today. Perhaps some
infiltration was necessary. Marcus Rothschild turned out to be a medical doctor. We wonder
what trust interests he may have held. That need not seem strange, because David Rockefeller
has an MD son. Isn’t medicine one of the biggest industries of all? The Pilgrims Society has had
probably several dozen MD’s as members across the years. This applies not only to research
and patents but also the fact that membership is so exclusive that they want to be treated by
another member. But to my friends I suggest---prevention. That means the superfoods--lemons; walnuts; cherries; blueberries; acai berries; sardines among others and certain
detoxifiers like the reduced form of L-glutathione. Do your own research and due diligence.
NYMEX, parent company of the COMEX, lists such firms as Bank of Nova Scotia; Barclays Capital;
Goldman Sachs; HSBC; J.P. Morgan Futures; Lehman Brothers; Merrill Lynch; Morgan Stanley;
and Prudential Bache as clearing members. These institutions are all notoriously in favor of
suppressed, collapsing silver quotations. Prudential Financial Derivatives, of the same
Prudential organization, has been on the Silver Users Association roster in recent years. NYMEX
appears to be Rockefeller connected. William E. Ford, ex-of Morgan Stanley, a director with an
office at 11 Wall Street, is a Rockefeller University trustee. He’s CEO of General Atlantic, which
holds 10% or more of NYMEX and over 5% of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Chairman of
General Atlantic is Steven Denning, a trustee of the anti-monetary silver Brookings Institution.
Managing director at General Atlantic is Matthew Nimetz, a Rhodes Scholar and founder of the
World Resources Institute (one of whose trustees is Jessica Catto, wife of Pilgrims Society
member Henry Catto.) Other General Atlantic executives include folks previously with the usual
rat pack---Lehman Brothers; Lazard Freres; Merrill Lynch; Goldman Sachs; Warburg Pincus; J.P.
Morgan; Citigroup; Soros Private Equity; and AEA Investors, known as a Rockefeller-Mellon joint
operation http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=AEA_Investors According to
http://biz.yahoo.com/t/59/4005.html William E. Ford has sold NYMEX shares worth some $441
million in the last several years. That’s a great deal of money for someone who is probably just
a wheelhorse for someone far wealthier.
The Rothschilds are concerned that we believe the “right” kind of historical accounts.
Accordingly, Emma Rothschild is the director of the Centre For History and Economics of King’s
College at Cambridge, England. She chairs both the Kennedy Memorial Trust (“Lee Oswald acted
alone”) and the Common Security Forum and is a director of the globalist United Nations
Foundation. Her lengthy resume is on display at http://wwwhistecon.kings.cam.ac.uk/emma_rothschild.htm
Consider the following from October 11, 1968, Wall Street Journal, page 6-“The metal is being dumped by speculators, while a continuing flood of silver is reaching the
market from India and elsewhere. “There is plenty of silver about for industrial consumers, and
it looks as though speculators will continue to cut their holdings,” says an official of N.M.
Rothschild & Sons, a London merchant banking and bullion dealing concern. Other bullion
dealers see “no reason” why silver’s price shouldn’t drop further.”

That was one of many instances in which the moneylenders acted to talk silver down. Free
silver, and the Money Power will wither! The Rothschilds aren’t our friends. Neither are any of
the other hereditary parasitical families in The Pilgrims Society, parent organization of the
Bilderberg conferences that exist to influence transitory politicians. In a list of directors of Apex
Silver Mines that dates from several years ago we find at http://www.secinfo.com/dS9Jj.6j6.htm
--“An international financier, Comninos joined N.M. Rothschild & Sons in 1954, becoming a
partner in its corporate finance group in 1965, and, later, upon the firm's incorporation as N. M.
Rothschild & Sons Limited in 1970, a director. Prior to his retirement from the firm in 1991, Mr.
Comninos served as the head of the firm's investment management and credit divisions and for
ten years served as the chairman of N.M. Rothschild & Sons (C.I.) Ltd., the firm's merchant
banking affiliate in Guernsey. Mr. Comninos has served as a director of numerous listed real
estate and investment funds and has been a member of the investment committee of the East
European Food Fund, a Luxembourg investment fund managed by Jupiter Asset Management
Bermuda Limited. Mr. Comninos is a member of the Institute of Bankers.”
Peter Hambro Mining, having both Peter and Jay Hambro of the Pilgrims Society family and their
bank founded in 1839 on its board, is a considerable size gold mining operation in Russia. Jay
Hambro was previously with N.M. Rothschild. Hambro Mining claims in excess of 100MOZ gold
reserves---WOW! http://www.peterhambro.com/exploration.htm
At http://www.rothschild.com.mx/about/ you can read about how the Rothschilds gained a
world monopoly on mercury by 1830, essential to processing gold and silver. There are many
other details there as to their involvement with Mexico, including their participation in the
Queen’s state visit to Mexico in 1975. I conjecture that they are “familiar” with the Bank of
Mexico and with Industrias Penoles, silver producers, as those two aspects of Mexico are too
important to miss. Penoles is an LBMA member. The NYT, October 21, 1892, page 5, reported
the Rothschild acquisition of 25% in Anaconda Mining Company of Butte, Montana. Let’s not
wear ourselves out with a telephone book size litany of other documented examples!
Baron Lamont of Lerwick, almost certainly a member of The Pilgrims of Great Britain, was a
member of Parliament, 1972-1997 and Chancellor of the British Exchequer, 1990-1993; he is a
known Rothschild associate, having been with N.M. Rothschild. Baron George, another highly
suspect Pilgrims member, Governor of the Bank of England, 1993-2003, is also linked to N.M.
Rothschild. Revisiting the work of the Project for the Exposure of Hidden Institutions in the
Netherlands, we find at http://www.isgp.eu/organisations/Pilgrims_Society02.htm#anomalies
--“Leading Pilgrims have been among the founders and leaders of the Royal Institute for
International Affairs, the Council on Foreign Relations, the Atlantic Councils, Bilderberg, the
Trilateral Commission, the Atlantic Institute of International Affairs, the International Institute of
Strategic Studies, the Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations, the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Trade and
Economic Council, the U.S.-China Business Council, the America-China Society, the Americas
Society, the OECD, the Institute for International Economics, Ditchley, Brookings, the British
Invisibles, LOTIS, etc., etc. The absolute core of the globalist movement largely consists of
Pilgrims. Examples are the membership of Lord Roll, Lord Carrington, Arthur Dean, Gabriel
Hauge, Henry Heinz, Richard Holbrooke, Henry Kissinger, John J. McCloy, Lord Kerr, David
Rockefeller, Robert V. Roosa, Cyrus Vance, Paul Volcker, and John Whitehead. Charles Savoie

additionally listed Sir Peter Sutherland and George Ball as Pilgrims, both also important
globalists.”
There was a television commercial for a confectionary item seen around the time of Nelson
Rockefeller’s death (January 26, 1979) that showed a medieval castle. High up its walls a cannon
blast was fired then the words were heard, “Not now---I’m right in the middle of a Rothschilds!”
Some interpreted the commercial and Rocky’s death as an evidence the Rothschilds were
winning a war against the Rockefellers. Nelson’s death did take place in odd circumstances.
Such views are mere conjecture, though it must be regarded as possible. Nelson Rockefeller,
Pilgrims Society member, as Vice President of these United States in 1975---

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amschel_Mayor_James_Rothschild mentions the suicide by
hanging of a 40 year old Rothschild at the Hotel Bristol in Paris. That event was also said to have
been an assassination. There is no way such big rich have failed to have those who despise
them. I am reminded of the British sailor who, when told that it would sink if any additional
weight were placed in the rowboat into which Captain Bligh and his entourage were to be exiled
on the Pacific ocean from the mother ship (“Mutiny On The Bounty,” 1962), declared with a
laugh--“Well if that’s the case, I’ll volunteer!”
Lazard Freres (brothers), founded in New Orleans in 1848, got its start associated with the great
California gold rush of 1849. It opened a London branch in 1870. It has long been associated
with the Rothschilds. A major figure from Lazard Freres, Pilgrims Society member Felix Rohatyn,
was the financier who structured the 1975 bailout of New York City’s municipal finances. He has
been a backer of both Hilary Clinton and Barak Obama. He has served as a director of American
Motors; Eastern Airlines; Fiat Motors; International Telephone & Telegraph (ITT); MCA; Pfizer;
Rothschild Continuation Trust; and Schlumberger Limited. Rohatyn became senior advisor to
Lehman Brothers in 2006. Lehman’s antagonism towards rising silver prices is documented in
“Nine Billion Ounces” (Archives of Silver Investor). Lazard manages some $134 billion in assets
as of March 2008. As a trustee of the Center for Strategic & International Studies, Rohatyn
knows who the warmongers are---he is one himself---

Ellis Jones, who has been a director of Lazard, has also served as a board member of Occidental
Petroleum, which company run by Rockefeller associate Armand Hammer made $119 million
going short silver against the Hunts in January 1980! Occidental Petroleum took over Placid Oil,
a Hunt holding, for $250 million in November 1994, eight years after Pilgrims Society member,
Rockefeller agent Paul Volcker broke the Hunts out of 59 million physical ounces. Nathaniel
Rothschild, of whom we have already spoken, is a former Lazard official who is currently on the
international advisory board of the loathsome Barrick Gold Corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathaniel_Philip_Rothschild Marcus Agius, head of the entire
Barclay’s organization, whom we have also mentioned previously, formerly headed the London
offices of Lazard Freres. His wife Katherine is the daughter of Edmund L. De Rothschild, Pilgrims
of Great Britain and Commander of the British Empire (CBE). Edmund played a “key role in
developing British interests in Japan” after WWII
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmund_Leopold_de_Rothschild Baron Kindersley, Pilgrims of
Great Britain, was a governor of the Bank of England, 1914-1946, and chaired the London Lazard
branch starting in 1919.
Baron Brand (1878-1963), Pilgrims of Great Britain, whose father was Governor of New South
Wales, Australia, became a managing director of Lazard and in 1917 became an in-law of the
Astor family (Pilgrims Society), main U.S. powers in the second United States Bank. Timothy
Collins, ex-of Lazard Freres, is a Trilateral Commission member and runs Ripplewood Holdings, a
large fund manager. Gary Parr, currently vice chairman of Lazard, is a trustee of the very
ominous Venetian Heritage. That’s a lengthy old banking topic and highly represented by
ancestry in The Pilgrims of Great Britain. Gary Parr is seen posing with a member of the
Rothschild dynasty at http://www.newyorksocialdiary.com/node/1978 Vernon E. Jordan,
another Lazard director, has served as a Rockefeller Foundation trustee and attended Bilderberg
2005. There are many other details about Jordan, but I feel like skipping them. Things become
depressing after a while. I know where some honeysuckle is and I’m going to have a taste to
cheer up.
There are idiots about in regimental numbers. I had a comment come back to me on the July
essay knocking President Jackson’s monetary policies. This came from someone who couldn’t
explain what a debenture is when I tested his “knowledge.” There are those who would say
“specie” has something to do with biology. Speaking of which, one of the most dependable
suppliers and the first Internet dealer I bought from (February 2002) shows SOLD OUT of many
gold/silver categories. Understandably that fact, with the posted situation at Kitco, the Mint,
and elsewhere as described especially by Hommel, must cause the available categories to shrink
more rapidly at this dealer and elsewhere http://tulving.com/goldbull.html All the world’s

monetary bad boys cannot stop precious metals from going wild, and that is a severe problem
for their continued power. Kitco, going back into June, states that 1, 2 and 5 ounce silver items
are “no longer being made by our recognized suppliers;” that 10 and 50 ounce bars are “not
available at this time;” and of 100 ounce bars, “limited quantity available.”
The nonplussed item http://www.321gold.com/editorials/fekete/fekete100107.html last
September claimed there is no silver shortage. Any coherent person would agree based on
current evidence there hell well is a silver shortage and that anyone attempting to argue to the
contrary is either deluded like a sci-fi writer on laughing gas or just another you know what.
http://www.silver-investor.com/charlessavoie/oversupplyofliars.htm documents the silver
shortage since 1951 with over 200 public record confirmations. I have found dozens more
references since then. It would be nice if people would cease presenting hypotheses contrary to
fact attempting to flummox the credulous. The market can’t keep running on melts of
demonetized coin because that supply has been consumed. Strong hands hold the surviving
coins.
Mr. Nadler made a claim some weeks ago that “repositories are practically choking on thousand
ounce bars.” Yes they are! But the supply going to investors is being halted so industry can be
supplied. Therefore, the shortage is real and worsening. Silver demand for currency
debasement protection will soar many times past that of industrial demand. A real two-tier
price system may develop---the cheating COMEX price and the real world price of “how much
must I offer per ounce to acquire hard silver?” The shorting game ends!
While Australian billionaire Rupert Murdoch of News Corporation, almost certainly another
Pilgrims Society member, gets the spotlight, Andrew Knight, of Rothschild Investment Trust, is a
News Corporation director. The New Rich have not surpassed the Old Rich. Like Edward G.
Robinson told Steve McQueen at the conclusion of the most monumental poker game in history
in “The Cincinnati Kid” (1965)--“YOU’RE GOOD KID--- BUT AS LONG AS I’M AROUND YOU’RE SECOND BEST. YOU MIGHT AS
WELL LEARN TO LIVE WITH IT.”
There is a tremendous mythology extant regarding the Rothschilds. I have no clue whether they
are the world’s wealthiest family, or whether that title belongs elsewhere. It seems likely at
least they are very highly ranked, but don’t depend on any rich rankings by Forbes or Fortune to
be accurate, though ostensibly they are heavily cross-researched and pretended to be unbiased.
Rather, they simply function to deny that the “old rich” still dominate, when many others and I
see plenty of evidence that they do. This short item is only the most succinct intro to the Red
Shield clan. The future of gold and silver, including the mining sector, will be supercharged with
political controversy of every description. The most intense will be that of silver coinage
remonetization proposals. Silver certs should be avoided as they’re the first step towards
eliminating silver money. Get on hard silver coinage and stay on it! Mexico and the nations to
its South can become independent of the moneychangers if they revert to a silver currency
system. Let’s pray that happens. The bully boys have held sway for far too long.
Revisiting lines from my November 2002 item--Gold and Silver, the bankers downfall!

Their pain, like a wasp sting to the eyeball,
Like swallowing a fluoroacetate highball,
And crashing head first into a concrete wall!
Banxter metal manipulator, what the hell are you?***
Always prowling for someone to lay waste to!
More of a nasty demon, with each turn of the screw!
Beware! This time you ain’t gonna breeze through!
***Line used by Arnold Schwarzenegger to alien in “Predator” (1986).
“THE GREAT ARE ONLY GREAT BECAUSE WE CARRY THEM ON OUR SHOULDERS. WHEN WE
THROW THEM OFF THEY SPRAWL ON THE GROUND.”---Claude Montandre, French writer (birth
date unverified) death circa 1690.
We need do no more to overthrow the powers of greed than rewrite the nation’s currency and
banking statutes to comply with Constitutional principles, then see to it the changes are
rigorously implemented. That should include new statutes to penalize any call for fiat money as
sedition and treason.

***Finis Coronat Opus***

